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Our Cannes Lions 2021 take outs 
on how Gaming is changing the 

ADV industry.
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Hello, I’m Gaming and now I’ll explain how and why many

ADV GOLD RULES 
BECOME OLD RULES.

This year - at Cannes Lions - several 
stakeholders spoke about the impact 

gaming has on the adv industry. 

Get ready to change your mind on 
those marketing 

rules you were sure about.    
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IF YOU CAN’T,
YOU

PROBABLY CAN 



Whether it is about
LAWS

There are no rules or different 
rules in Minecraft

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1YM6AkIH9Vk8S19FB0xqaT8z83ddp9_gb/preview


MONEY

“We don’t have the money to sponsor 
Messi, Ronaldo & Co”. Are you sure? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08NxgnK7ixo


Or even a 
PANDEMIC

Yes, someone has been a tourist 
during the pandemic.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1a2dMaAJno2SIRCmp-h8voUSIjhdaT2IT/preview


If it is not an ad, 

can’t stop you

Reaching the unreachables:

82% of Generation Z skip ads as 
fast as they can if given the option

(AdReaction - Millward Brown research)  ADBLOCK



“Don’t be afraid of planning for a future you can’t yet visualize. 
Embrace the technology, pushing limits of what is possible.”

PETER MOORE
SVP & GM SPORTS & LIVE ENTERTAINMENT AT UNITY



THE FUTURE
OF EVENTS

IS NOT AN EVENT



Leverage on gaming 
accessibility: think about 

consumers globally, not 
just locally.

If your KPI is about how 
many people you can 

gather around the same 
place, have you ever seen 
an event with 12.3 million 

participants?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wYeFAlVC8qU


Elevate the experience:
in gaming you can let your 

customers do what they 
can’t in real live.  

For example:
have you ever wondered 
about letting people run 

on the Super Bowl field 
wearing a banana suit ?

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1bnZZBkH80F6GSKvFakEGfLIYELYxhtbQ/preview


LEON  CHEN - SVP OF MARKETING AT IQIYI 
Redefining Storytelling in Entertainment 

THE INGREDIENTS
FOR THE PERFECT E-VENT

Immersive Experiences True Interactivity Deeper Emotional 
Connection Co-creation of Content



Yes, but what about

The League of Legends World 
Championship got more viewers 

than the Super Bowl. 

So. 

Are you sure that (IRL) teams or 
tournaments is the best fit

for your brand ?
EVENT

SPONSORSHIPS 



NOPE 
“Yes But, maybe they 

are casual viewers”
People stay on Twitch 

times more than on any 
other media 4

ANDREA GARABEDIAN
Global Head of Advertiser Marketing 

@Twitch



FB, TW AND IG
ARE NOT THE ONLY

SOCIALS



“Many fans turned to gaming as the source of social connection, a way to 
interact with friends and family in a virtual world and this has driven its 

strong emotional connection to gaming.”

CLEMENT XUE
HEAD OF ACTIVISION BLIZZARD

(Why The Most Important Characters in Gaming Are The Players)



40%indicates social 
connections as a 

motivator
for playing games 

JONATHAN STRINGFIELD
VP Global Business  Marketing @ 

Activision Blizzard

Still funnier than video-calling the ear 
of your grandparents

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aKilsXrrgqk


Most 
multiplayer online games

have a
communication system

similar to social networks.

You could hack it,
like you tried to hack 

“classic” social networks.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1IBq6YwDlyWJcCyuLombX8MbNPll0sQGL/preview


Don’t miss the Think about mobile gaming as a 
social network within which 
people are engaged
and definitely active.
They socialize by doing actions, 
maybe towards you (brand).

MOBILE
MARKET 

INTERACTION
PLAY > SCROLL



GAMING
IS NOT JUST

GAMING



How might gaming's limitless
creative potential
be used for good ?

Keep in mind: there is 
a strong connection 

between the 
metaverse and real 

life. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1fBIpYTvqiGJA42PSSV7LR0RMqUSEZg7X/preview


For Example: 
Fortnite players

can save lives instead 
of taking them

Gaming is a serious thing. 
But also serious things can 

be gaming.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1AbbccatlhREOQQGmRi8xoaNPJHxLhXSj/preview


Or you can help students 
reflect on history, 

impact and different realities.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYjK-9pOG18


 “Integrating with these platforms in a way that breeds positivity, 
understands the relative need states that individuals are coming to these 

platforms for, will inevitably create overall connections that are better and 
stronger than any cut type of advertising.”

JONATHAN STRINGFIELD
ACTIVISION BLIZZARD - VP GLOBAL BUSINESS MARKETING

(How Gaming Found Increased Purpose In 2020)



Be their But do it in a smart and integrated 
way that makes sense
and is relevant for the given 
platform.

You know, gamers are tech and 
marketing savvy. 

HERO
Don’t be the scammer or the one

that is there solely to follow a “trend”.
Find your message and deliver it with the 

right TOV.  



NOT JUST
FOR

YOUNG PEOPLE



Gamer moms and dads are everywhere. 
20%
71%

MEREDITH WORRILOW BARRETT
ACTIVISION BLIZZARD 

of all gamers are dads

Of US moms are gamers.



Parents are the

too.
 

Gamers aren’t just kids.

The 80’s and 90’s babies 
are now parents.

And yes, 
they were the real first gamers.

 

TARGET
Nostalgia Effect:

everyone loves the games they played 
during their childhood.



Unconventional 
sometimes means 

Conventional

You see? Don’t ask for a gaming 
campaign only if you need to 
rejuvenate your brand image.   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y2m5zOiQT9w


It’s not for all.
Are you sure?

ONCEMORE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F1Y71fnOtnU


PROMO?
IT’S A GAME

TOO



Be

too.
 

Yes, all the stuff above is so cool.

But also promo and tactical 
product communication can be 

fun, within video games. 

TACTICAL
It’s not longer time for live treasure hunts. 



In-game solutions
ARE NOT

second solutions.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTho_-Gt7ac


Understand the game,
the community

and the language
is the key.

Don’t be like 
Mr. Burns with the hat. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ow2JS4h_NDU


GamingEXTRA 

VADEMECUM 



#1: Gaming is all around you

You don’t have to think of gaming as 
the "50 more fashionable games” in 
the leaderboards. Stop for a moment 
and think if you can gamify something 
around you, in real life maybe.

WHERE YOU CAN SEE IT

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fsU2EtK6F-M


#2: Twitch can be a retainer? 
For sure.

Wendy’s call me when it’s monday, 
tuesday, wednesday, thursday, friday, 
saturday, sunday. 

I love the way you engage me. 

WHERE YOU CAN SEE IT

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Byok49esdAo


#3: Community is your brand’s 
greatest asset
Making a gaming campaign without 
playing is like making an Instagram 
editorial plan without having 
Instagram. So, start to play and find 
insightful evidence about games and 
the community. 

WHERE YOU CAN SEE IT

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M5xMTgASuRs


#4: Consider yourself an 
entertainment brand
Gaming is not only about the game 
itself. You have to consider the 
resonance that you could obtain by 
involving the real entertainers: content 
creators.

WHERE YOU CAN SEE IT

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5GQkrc5Q14


In TheEND



Yes, it’s all so cool
but for me Gaming
is only a Pandemic effect. 

73%
OF GAMERS

WILL CONTINUE TO PLAY 
AFTER

THE PANDEMIC
ACTIVISION BLIZZARD MEDIA 

“How Gaming Found Increased Purpose In 2020”

“
”




